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In the Peace Steps laboratory, from the
skilled hands of the artisans of Hebron in
Palestine, unique sandals and leather
accessories are born.
To traditional wisdom we have added
modern laboratories and equipment,
research and selection of the best leathers,
design and contemporary style giving life
to a work company that respects those
who make unique, fair and solid products
that are perfect to leave footprints of
peace.

peace steps
THE PROJECT



SAN-
DALs
WITH ADJUSTABLE
STRAP TO ENSURE
STABILITY



GAZAMODEL



GAZA
MODEL

Unisex sandal
Without flip flops
Adjustable closure
around the ankle
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 46

Simple as according to millenary tradition, solid
and comfortable, it has a leather footbed and a
rubber sole slightly raised on the heel to make
it comfortable and pleasant.
The adjustable strap at the ankle guarantees the
right stability, even in the most bumpy paths.

features



siloMODEL



silo
MODEL

Unisex sandal
Without flip flops
Adjustable closure around the
ankle and over the fingers
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 46

Simple, sober but elegant design. Solid and
comfortable, with a leather footbed and a
slightly raised rubber sole on the heel to make
it comfortable and pleasant.
The adjustable strap at the ankle guarantees the
right stability, while the adjustment of the
overfoot allows you to adapt the sandal to any
foot.

features



hebronMODEL



hebron
MODEL

Unisex sandal
Without flip flops
Adjustable closure around
the ankle
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 46

The best seller ever, takes its name from the
city that hosts the Peace Steps laboratory.
The weaves designed by the leather make it
unique, combining aesthetic with practicality.
With leather insole and rubber sole slightly
raised on the heel to make it comfortable and
pleasant.

features



rafahMODEL



rafah
MODEL

Unisex sandal
With ring flip flops
Adjustable closure around
the ankle
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 46

Version with ring flip flops of the Hebron
model, the thinness of the leather weaves
enhances the foot, dressing it comfortably. 
With leather insole and rubber sole slightly
raised on the heel to make it comfortable and
pleasant.

features



qalqilyaMODEL



qalqilya
MODEL

Woman sandal
With flip flops
Adjustable closure around the
ankle
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 42

Designed for her, with refined weaves of pure
leather and flip flops.
The adjustable strap at the ankle guarantees the
right stability, while the flip flop releases the
forefoot for a comfortable and safe fit.

features



jan blackMODEL



jan leatherMODEL



jan
MODEL

Woman sandal
Without flip flops
Adjustable closure around the
ankle
Leather or black color
Sizes from 35 to 42
Interchangeable colored
stripes with clip closure

The three horizontal bands and the strap enfold
the foot keeping it stable and comfortable, the
rubber sole slightly raised on the heel makes it
perfect even for long walks. 
Interchangeable vertical ties in black, tan, red,
blue and yellow are included to best match any
outfit.
Designed by Jessica Antonia Nicodemo.

features



gorla blackMODEL



gorla leatherMODEL



gorla
MODEL

Woman sandal
Without flip flops
Adjustable closure around
the ankle
Leather or black color
Sizes from 35 to 42

Light and modern design, it manages to be
both practical and elegant.
The slightly raised rubber sole on the heel
allows you to walk comfortably and stably
thanks to the adjustable strap around the ankle.
Designed by Arianna Gorla.

features



sli-
ppe-
rs
TO WALK
COMFORTABLY AND
FREE



jahalinMODEL



jahalin
MODEL

Unisex slipper
With ring flip flops
Adjustable closure on the
instep
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 46

With essential but fine and elegant lines, this
slipper has an adjustable strap with a small
buckle on the instep. 
The ring flip flop gives the foot a feeling of
stability and control.
The slightly raised rubber sole on the heel
guarantees a comfortable and pleasant fit.

features



jeninMODEL



jenin
MODEL

Woman slipper
With flip flops
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 42

Designed for her, it gives lightness and freedom
to the foot.
The flip flop recalls the desert rose to give a
particular touch of simplicity.
The leather footbed and the slightly raised
rubber sole on the heel make the fit
comfortable and pleasant.

features



nablusMODEL



nablus
MODEL

Unisex slipper
Without flip flops
Adjustable closure on the
instep
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 46

Simple, solid and comfortable, with a leather
footbed and a slightly raised rubber sole on the
heel to make the fit comfortable and pleasant.
The two containment bands are wide, with an
adjustment strap on the instep to ensure
perfect adaptability to walking.

features



shu'fatMODEL



shu'fat
MODEL

Unisex slipper
With ring flip flops
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 46

With elegant leather waves starting from the
instep.
The flip flop ring gives the foot a feeling of
stability and control.
The slightly raised rubber sole on the heel
guarantees a comfortable and pleasant fit.

features



jaffaMODEL



jaffa
MODEL

Woman slipper
Without flip flops
Brown color
Sizes from 35 to 42

As for the Shu'Fat model, this slipper re-
presents the intertwining game of leather strips,
but without flip flops, leaving the foot in
complete freedom.
Jaffa makes comfort its strong point. The
slightly raised rubber sole on the heel
guarantees a comfortable and pleasant fit.

features



bags &
acces-
sories
TO COMPLETE YOUR LOOK



farah blue
MODEL



farah red
MODEL



farah yellow
MODEL



farah black
MODELLO



farah brown
MODEL



farah
MODEL

Adjustable shoulder strap
Magnetic clip closure
Pocket with zip closure
Color blue, yellow, brown,
black and red
3 sizes available: S-
19x13cm, M- 20x17cm,
L- 26x20cm

Simple, practical and youthful leather bag with
colored front pocket. The shoulder strap and the
clip closure strap are adjustable. 
The availability of five colors and three different
sizes make it suitable for any style. 
The front pocket and the pocket with zip closure
allow you to keep even the most minute items
close at hand.

features



malika
black

MODEL



malika brown
MODEL



malika
MODEL

Adjustable shoulder strap
Magnetic clip closure
2 pockets with zip closure
Black and dark brown color
3 sizes available: S-
20x24,5cm, M- 22x26,5cm,
L- 24x29cm

Leather bag with essential and elegant lines.
There are two pockets with zip closure: one
internal and one external to keep your smaller
items. The main pocket is comfortable and roomy
even in the smaller version of the bag. 
The shoulder strap is adjustable to fit each
person. Available in black, dark brown and in
three different sizes.

features



halima
MODEL



halima
MODEL

Adjustable shoulder strap
Magnetic clip closure
Internal pocket with zip
closure
Lined interior
With olive wood inserts
Leather color
Size: 25x14cm

This trunk-style bag is quite rigid thanks to the
Palestinian olive wood inserts on the sides.
Composed with a large and capacious lined
pocket, it closes with a magnetic clip placed on
the soft flap decorated with an olive tree. 
Inside there is a pocket with zip closure.

features



rasha
MODEL



rasha
MODEL

Adjustable shoulder strap
Magnetic clip closure
Internal pocket with zip
closure
Lined interior
With olive wood inserts
Leather color
Size: 20.5x19cm

Shoulder bag in postman style with a very
sinuous line thanks to the particular side
inserts in Palestinian olive wood.
The flap is decorated with an olive tree
design to commemorate the Palestinian
handbag manufacture. 
Inside there is a pocket with zip closure.

features



raya
MODEL



raya
MODEL

Adjustable shoulder strap
Magnetic clip closure
Internal pocket with zip
closure
Lined interior
With olive wood inserts
Leather color
Size: 25x21cm

Postman style shoulder bag with adjustable
strap as decoration.
The pocket is roomy and rigid supported by
the lateral inserts in Plaestinian olive wood. 
As a reminder of the origin of the materials
there is the design of an olive tree on the flap.
Inside we find a comfortable pocket with zip
closure.

features



aisha
MODEL



aisha
MODEL

Adjustable shoulder strap
Magnetic clip closure
Internal pocket with zip
closure
Lined interior
With olive wood inserts
Leather color
Size: 29x17cm

Capacious bag in simple briefcase style with
original olive wood inserts on the sides.
The interior is lined, has a pocket with zip closure
and is closed by a soft flap with magnetic clip
button decorated with the design of an olive tree.

features



belt
MODEL



belt
Adjustable
Silver-colored buckle
With passer-by
Black and dark brown
color
2 sizes available:
110cm, 130cm

features
Classic and timeless belt in soft cowhide.
It is available in two sizes and is adjustable
thanks to the sturdy silver-colored buckle.
The exterior is polished and smooth while
inside you can appreciate the original
softness of the leather.



Every long journey begins
with a small step.

Peace is not a landing place,
it is a journey in small steps.



who we are
NAZCA MONDOALEGRE SCS

VENTO DI TERRA ONG

We are an italian fair trade reality present for over 20 years
between the provinces of Milan and Monza Brianza. We manage
12 shops and an online sales portal dedicated to products from
sustainable economies, social agriculture and international
cooperation.

Since 2006 it has been operating in Palestine, Jordan, Afghanistan
and Albania in support of the rights and development of
communities. Engaged in the fields of education, social and health
services, bio-climatic architecture and micro-entrepreneurship.
This ONG defends the idea of   an intervention designed and
managed from communities, on a small scale.



our contacts
Project manager
Franco Bettin
palestina@mondoalegre.it
t. +39 0396899742 – m. 335 8086769
www.peacesteps.it

On field distribution
Nazca-Mondoalegre scs
Via R. Luxemburg, 1 – 20042 Pessano con Bornago
p.iva 12648200157
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